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PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES OF LIBRARY
AND INFORMATION SCIENCE THOUGHT AND ITS EVOLUPON
AND THE CHANGING ROLE OF FUTURE LIBRARY AND
INFORMA TION PROFESSIONALS
W.A. W eerasooriya *
The thought of librarianship has been exposed on how the library science, documentation and
information science were evolved. Theoretical framework of information science has proved
that the profession of librarianship and information science would remain alive and serve the
community only, through a system of fulfilling the needs of the society in the present day
changing environments.
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HISTORICAL PERIOD be introduced as the period of knowledge
science. The use and application of the
knowledge-science, paved the way to
commence a particular industry called
knowledge industry.
1
The development of the human society is based
on the efficiency of the infonnation exchange
process among its members. This process
involves collection, organisation and the
dissemination of infonnation. The process of
recording infonnation and disseminating it,
through written and prented media gave birth to
the concept of the library which developed
gradually from Library Science to Infonnation
Science.
The following table illustrates this factor well
At the initial stage of its growth, libraries were
solely dependent on the traditional resources
such as written and printed words. But later, it
was supplemented by a variety of media,
including the products of printing, photography,
communication and digital technologies, etc.
This is the first era of librarianship which could Knowledge sience and knowledge industry
-
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MEDIEV AL PERIOD2
In addition to books and monographs, serial
publications such as periodicals, journals,
research journals, reports, proceedings, conti-
nuous publications, e.g., multi-volumed
publications, etc., came to the scene for
diffusion of knowledge. Research and research
methodology was used as a scientific discipline
in this period. Improvement of scientific
findings were fundamentals for the production
of periodical literature. As a result the growth
production of secondary sources increased. The
new child born, could be sought as the evolving
of the subject of documentation. Primary
sources and secondary sources [1] could be
denoted as the father and mother of this newly
born child, i.e, documentation. Later.
documentation was developed in to two facets,
called active and passive documentation [2].
Following table illustrates thies concept.
Information Science
Therefore, the thought of librarianship has been
changed, from the concept of a book to the
concept of text or contents of the book. The
documentation thought is from the document
representation to the concept of the document
description and whereas the information science
thought is from the sources of information to the
concept of information, etc. This trend of
change can be introduced as the principle of
chain of change which is eternal and universal
and it is better if the library and information
professionals can follow this principle.
THORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR
INFORMA TION SCIENCE
4
Documentation Science
MODERN PERIOD3 Theory of Multi-brains4.1
Theory of multi-brains could be explained
within the framework of two disciplines, i.e.,
library science and documentation. These tWO
subjects were manipulating the role of
collecting, organizing and disseminating the
knowledge containers, such as books, mono-
graphs, serial publications and other non-
printed sources. These sources are tangible and
~iterature pertaining to various subjects and
their growth and development, the growth and
the development of the industry, technology and
the universal knowledge, as a whole provided
the background for information explosion.
Under these circumstances information science
was derived through the process of collecting,
organizing and disseminating. the right
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physical objects which contained knowledge.
Therefore these sources could be defined as
multi-brains, hence both library science and
documentation are still following the theory of
multi-brains. The purpose of collecting, orga-
nizing and disseminating the right information.
at the right time. to the right user. has been a
challenge to the pr.ese~t day librarians. provided
that they still follow the traditional process of
collecting. organizing and disseminating right
book. at the right time. to the right reader. With
the growth of information science and its
technological development. the present day task
has b~en disseminating the right information.
World wide web = WWW=
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
PRESENT TRENDS AND
PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES
5
According to Horton we are coming to
recognize that information, next to people, is
our most powerful resource. [4]
POLICY PLANNING IN LIBRARY
AND INFORMATION ASPECT
6
Present day librarians should be embraced with
a new vision in this changing atmosphere. Total
librarianship should be changed for suiting to
the changing environments in the present day
world The new vision or philosophy which
present day librarians should be embraced is a
formidable task in eliminating the information
gap prevailing among the general masses,
specially in the developing countries. Gassol in
her work titled Librarianship: a third world
perspective clarifies well all most all factors for
propounding a third world librarianship. Policy
planning in library and information aspect, is
one suggestion for eliminating the information
gap. She further expresses it as follows:
Theory of Universal Brain4.2
Today the trend has been changed from the
concept of giving the right book to the concept
of disseminating the right information. Both
published and non-printed sources, including
human resources, e.g., experts, specialists,
consultants and their knowledge have become
the universal knowledge today.
Librarians and information scientists, face a
challenge on how to grasp information and its
proper dissemination. With the application of
library science, documentation, information
science and technology, cybernetics, infor-
matics, statistics. mathematics, computer
science, linguistics, engineering telecommuni-
cation, physics, space science, etc., the
universal knowledge has been organized in a
network system which could be noted as
network systems which will also be able to
categorize in to the general system theory (GST)
[3]. This network system is analogous to the
nervous system of the human body. The
accumulation of knowledge in this human and
computer generated systems and the combi-
nation of various other communication and
network systems could be designated as the
-theory of universal brain. Internet is one
example for this. In future, much advance
systems would come to the scene. See below
how the world wide web which has been
illustrated as a single unit through a drawing.
Planning, which in most developing countries
must begin with consideration of how to build
the necessary infra- structures from scratch,
reqiures a systematic approach. This, in turn,
means that the library as a total system, and
the social context in which it operates, must
first be analyzed. Then, in the light of such an
analysis, an appropriate planning
methodology must be developed. Essential,
therefore, to this exercise will be the
clarification and definition of the nature of
librarians hip, its overall purpose, its
principles of operation, and its relationship to
other fields and disciplines. In other words, a
theoretical frame of reference will have to be
developed that establishes what the library
should aim to be and in tenns of the demands
of national development. [5]
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INFORMA TION GAP is a solution and a treatment for it. It is th~
correct information which brings the solution:,
for the problem where the necessary":-
information is available. How that infonnation ~
can be reached; how far does the infonnation"t
solve the problem in hand; in addition to the";
given information, whether there is much~'
suitable information; how that information can-::
be accessed; how the information can b~~1
collected, organized, processed, stored -, 1
disseminated among user population, etc., ar~'_1
some of the aspects which belong to the area of ~
information literacy. The American Library' ~
Association defines information literacy as the.
ability to find, evaluate and use information
effectively in' personal and professional lives.
[6]
7
'~
The information gap can be defined asthe gap
between the information and the user. It is the
space or barrier between the information
needed to a given user. The space or barrier
could be distance, ignorance, timelessness or
any hinder that segregates the user from the
information which she or he needed.
The principal reasons for the existence of this
kind of information gap among the public are
mentioned below:
(i) Ignorance about the information
(ii) Economic problems
(iii) Social problems, e.g., ecological or
cultural Information literacy according to Long is
teaching people about how to be more capable
of finding their answers [7]. Certain schools of
thoughts express that informacy is a synony-
mous term for information literacy. They say
that informacy is an aptitude, or the ability of
knowing what kind of information, the layman
needs, where that information is available, how
could it be obtained; the posses- sion of
knowledge about subjects, books, libraries and
library sources, documentation and information
sources, services, systems, and centers,
networks, data bases, data banks and how to use
them, etc. In addition to that, the education ~nd
training of general public, in information skilis,
with the help of library and information science
aspects, also belong to the area of information
literacy. The term, information awareness, also
can be pointed out as a similar usable term for
the information literacy, Therefore, making
people more infomation literate is also a major
responsibility of the present day library and
information professionals.
(iv) Educational problems
(v) Technological problems
(vi) Physical and mental disabilities
(vii) Distance problem
.
(viii) Non-attention of relevant authorities
(ix) Censorship and authoritative control
(x) Timelessness of public
(xi) Underestimation of the value of infor-
. mation
(xii) Disaster problems
Therefore it is a great responsibility, for the
present day library and information profes-
sionals to take possible steps in eliminating the
infonnation gap which prevailed among the
general masses, specially in the developing
countries.
GLOBA"L VISION FOR A CHANGE
IN CHANGING PROFESSIONALISM
9
INFORMATION LITERACY8
Every substance is changing. the library and
information spheres also should be changed
according to the dynamism and the needs of the
The role of present day librarians in this context
is to make aware the truth or correct infor-
mation. In case of any problem or disease, there
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ROUND THE CLOCK
LIBRARIANS HIP (ROCLOLIB)
10society which is also sublimed to changing.
Library and information professions hould be
changed as to the changes which take place in
the professions like engineering, medicine,
architecture, law, and counseling etc. This idea
is dealt wit,h the library and information
professiona)s also.
In this context, the present day doctor cures for
mental and physical ailment of human beingS",
while a lawyer cures for a legal ailment. An
engineer cures for the technical ailments.
Library professional cures for informational
ailments. Like doctors, librarian should also on
work round the clock basis = (ROCLOLIB)
Devaraj [11] explaining this says,
Benge's view in this respect should be given
much preference. He says that the professional
idea is a cluster of ideals, attitudes which well
illustrates how traditional values are being
partially adapted to new circumstances. [8] Informativeness of the librarians out of thelibraries, office;
Practice of residential librarianship after
office hours;According to Buddhism and the present day
science, a factor, the change occurring in every.
substance is a universally accepted truth. It is
obvious that profession of librarianship has to
be changed within this context. this factor has
been proved by Butler. According to him, a
professional library worker must possess a
scientific. generalized knowledge which will
enable him to discover the complex library
. needs of a mixed community. His primary
concern is \-'lith the social effect of the
institution. The technical library worker must
have been vocationally trained to control the
apparatus of the library for an effective
realization of its prescribed purposes. The
clerical library worker needs... [9] Some school
of thoughts believe that the future librarians,
task is the survival of fittest role within the
anticipated walless library. The survival of the
fittest role could be explained as tbe task of
provision of information to public, specially in
the developing countries. Therefore future
librarians and their profession will and remain
alive only if they run out to serve even within
their residence, on road, way side or any other
place not limiting to the library premises.
Lancaster endorsing this factor says, the future
of the librarian lies outside the library, closer
to the community. to be served. Modern
communication technology makes the
de-institutionalized librarians an increasingly
feasible proposition. [10]
Eagerness to help clients making emer-
gency calls by cutting short one's resting
time (sleep);
Emergence of private library homes by
enterprising librarians in the model
nursing homes;
Emergence of emergency wards/counters
in big public private and research libraries
for prioritizing among the library/
information services;
Emergence of librarian as information
resource consultant;
Emergence of librarian as freelance
information practitioners of libraries.
Therefore, the concept of ROCLOLIB is also
very much applicable for the present day library
and infonnation professionals.
CONCLUSION11
Therefore the theory and philosophy of
librarianship is a state which is to be changed
according to the present day changing environ-
ments and its economic, social, political,
technological and cultural spheres. Present day
professionals have to change their way of be-
havior, attitudes, ethos, duties, roles, objectives,
and performances, etc. in a more divergent
-
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